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Abstract

This paper brings the temporalities of the global e-waste recycling trade into the

temporal reckonings of speed, acceleration, and simultaneity typically associated with

information and communications technologies (ICTs). Following feminist philosopher

Sofia, it begins with a reconsideration of theories of technology as they relate to time

and the environment. The second part of the paper suggests that recycling practices do

not address the tempos of production, especially planned obsolescence. Bringing

together Nixon's concept of slow violence with Sofia's theory of container technologies,

this paper interrogates the speed, acceleration, and simultaneity often attributed to

ICTs and globalization to argue that planned obsolescence functions as a type of slow

violence, and that it structures the environmental politics of the information age.
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Notes

1 There are arguably many other ways of understanding time at work here, but I focus

only on the speeds typically associated with ICTs in discussions of time, technology, and

globalization. See Nixon's (2011) Slow violence and Adam's (1998) Timescapes of

modernity for discussions of the other timescapes of technology and nature.

2 For a fascinating account of the containment problems of ocean vessels, see Moby

Duck, which describes the journey of a plastic duck bath toy that travels the oceans

after containers are lost at sea.

3 See Smith, Sonnenfeld, and Pellow's Challenging the chip (2006).

4 Apple defines ‘vintage’ computers as those between five and seven years old and

‘Genius Bars’ will not service them.
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